PNEUMATIC PULLER WITH CDLR
NO: 105

THE APPLICATION: 90° transfer of products in packaging, drum, pallet, container, and tote applications.

THE PRODUCT: Pneumatic Puller

THE INDUSTRY: Appliance, Food, Beverage, Chemical, Battery

THE NEED: Manufacturers requiring 90° redirection of product, where other transfer devices cannot be utilized.

THE SOLUTION: Omni Metalcraft Corp. can provide a robust, but economical Pneumatic Puller on our Chain Driven Live Roller Conveyors. Our Pneumatic Puller is designed to “pull” the product to make a 90° change in direction. When a low maintenance, energy efficient transfer device is needed the Pneumatic Puller can be used as an alternative to a chain transfer or turntable.

- Puller “fingers” can be covered with protective materials
- Air cylinder actuated
- Roller side thrust protection available
- Adjustable guides can be provided for pallet positioning
- Puller engineered to suit the application
- Valving and controls can be provided to suit the application
- Integrated with out-feed gravity or powered conveyor